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CHAPTER 1

Configuring DCBX Application Protocol
TLV Exchange

• About This Network Configuration Example on page 5

• Using DCBX Protocol to Lower Costs on page 5

• Understanding DCBX Application Protocol TLV Exchange on page 6

• Example: Configuring DCBX Application Protocol TLV Exchange on page 10

• Configuring DCBX Autonegotiation on page 21

About This Network Configuration Example

This network configuration example describes the Data Center Bridging Capability

Exchange (DCBX) Protocol, identifies the advantages of enabling DCBX protocol, and

providesa step-by-stepprocedure for configuringDCBXapplicationprotocol type, length,

and value (TLV) exchange.

Using DCBX Protocol to Lower Costs

Data Center Bridging Capability Exchange (DCBX) protocol discovers the data center

bridging (DCB) capabilities of connected peers. DCBX also advertises the capabilities of

applications on interfaces by exchanging application protocol information through

application type, length, and value (TLV) elements.

The advantage of configuringDCBXapplication protocol TLVexchanges is that incoming

traffic on the interface is mapped to the appropriate application, receives the correct

loss priority, and is placed in the output queue associated with the correct forwarding

class.

This application-aware capability allows you toproperly support any L2or L4application

including the Internet Small Computer System Interface (iSCSI) and Fibre Channel over

Ethernet (FCoE) applications. The convergence of technologies into a single fabric

provides several benefits such as: using less space, generating less heat, using less

electricity, requiring less knowledge, and performing less maintenance. It also provides

greater granularity in control of bandwidth allocation to ensure bandwidth is usedmore

effectively.

Ultimately this agility enables you to achieve greater IT efficiencies and lower your costs.
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Related
Documentation

Understanding DCBX Application Protocol TLV Exchange on page 6•

• Example: Configuring DCBX Application Protocol TLV Exchange on page 10

• Configuring DCBX Autonegotiation on page 21

Understanding DCBX Application Protocol TLV Exchange

Data Center Bridging Capability Exchange protocol (DCBX) discovers the data center

bridging (DCB) capabilities of connected peers. DCBX also advertises the capabilities of

applications on interfaces by exchanging application protocol information through

application type, length, and value (TLV) elements. DCBX is an extension of Link Layer

Discovery Protocol (LLDP). LLDPmust remain enabled on every interface on which you

want to use DCBX.

NOTE: LLDP and DCBX are enabled by default on all interfaces.

Setting up application protocol exchange consists of:

• Defining applications

• Mapping the applications to IEEE 802.1p code points in an application map

• Configuring classifiers to prioritize incoming traffic andmap the incoming traffic to the

application by the traffic code points

• Applying the application maps and classifiers to interfaces

You need to explicitly define the applications that you want an interface to advertise.

The FCoE application is a special case (see “Applications” on page 7) and only needs

to be defined on an interface if you want DCBX to exchange application protocol TLVs

for other applications in addition to FCoE on that interface.

You also need to explicitlymap all of the defined applications that youwant an interface

to advertise to IEEE 802.1p code points in an application map. The FCoE application is a

special case thatonly requires inclusion inanapplicationmapwhenyouwantan interface

to use DCBX for other applications in addition to FCoE, as described later in this topic

(see “Application Maps” on page 7).

This topic describes:

• Applications on page 7

• Application Maps on page 7

• Classifying and Prioritizing Application Traffic on page 8

• Enabling Interfaces to Exchange Application Protocol Information on page 9

• Disabling DCBX Application Protocol Exchange on page 9
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Applications

Before an interface can exchange application protocol information, you need to define

the applications that you want to advertise. The exception is the FCoE application. If

FCoE is the only application that you want the interface to advertise, then you do not

need to define the FCoE application. You need to define the FCoE application only if you

want interfaces to advertise other applications in addition to FCoE.

NOTE: If FCoE is the only application that youwant DCBX to advertise on an
interface, DCBX exchanges FCoE application protocol TLVs by default if the
interface:

• Carries FCoE traffic (traffic mapped by CoS configuration to the FCoE
forwarding class and applied to the interface)

• Hasa congestion notificationprofilewithPFCenabledon the FCoEpriority
(IEEE 802.1p code point)

• Does not have an applicationmap

If you apply an applicationmap to an interface, then all applications that you
want DCBX to advertise must be defined and configured in the application
map, including the FCoE application.

If no CoS configuration for FCoE is mapped to an interface, that interface
does not exchange FCoE application protocol TLVs.

You can define:

• Layer 2 applications by EtherType

• Layer 4 applications by a combination of protocol (TCP or UDP) and destination port

number

The EtherType is a two-octet field in the Ethernet frame that denotes the protocol

encapsulated in the frame. For a list of common EtherTypes, see

http://standards.ieee.org/develop/regauth/ethertype/eth.txt on the IEEE standards

organizationwebsite. For a list of port numbers and protocols, see the Service Name and

Transport Protocol Port Number Registry at

http://www.iana.org/assignments/service-names-port-numbers/service-names-port-numbers.xml

on the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) website.

Youmust explicitly define each application that youwant to advertise, except FCoE. The

FCoE application is defined by default (EtherType 0x8906).

ApplicationMaps

An application mapmaps defined applications to one or more IEEE 802.1p code points.

Each application map contains one or more applications. DCBX includes the configured

application code points in the protocol TLVs exchanged with the connected peer.

7Copyright © 2017, Juniper Networks, Inc.
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To exchange protocol TLVs for an application, youmust include the application in an

application map. The FCoE application is a special case:

• If youwantDCBX to exchange application protocol TLVs formore thanoneapplication

on a particular interface, youmust configure the applications, define an application

map tomap the applications to code points, and apply the application map to the

interface. In this case, youmust also define the FCoE application and add it to the

application map.

This is the same process and treatment required for all other applications. In addition,

for DCBX to exchange FCoE application TLVs, youmust enable priority-based flow

control (PFC) on the FCoE priority (the FCoE IEEE 802.1p code point) on the interface.

• If FCoE is the only application that you want DCBX to advertise on an interface, then

youdonotneed toconfigureanapplicationmapandapply it to the interface.Bydefault,

when an interface has no applicationmap, and the interface carries traffic mapped to

the FCoE forwarding class, and PFC is enabled on the FCoE priority, the interface

advertises FCoE TLVs (autonegotiation mode). DCBX exchanges FCoE application

protocol TLVs by default until you apply an application map to the interface, remove

the FCoE traffic from the interface (you can do this by removing the or editing the

classifier for FCoE traffic), or disable PFC on the FCoE priority.

If you apply an application map to an interface that did not have an application map

andwasexchangingFCoEapplicationTLVs,andyoudonot include theFCoEapplication

in the applicationmap, the interface stops exchanging FCoE TLVs. Every interface that

has an application mapmust have FCoE included in the application map (and PFC

enabled on the FCoE priority) in order for DCBX to exchange FCoE TLVs.

Mapping an application to code points does two things:

• Maps incoming traffic with the same code points to that application

• Allows you to configure classifiers thatmap incoming application traffic, by codepoint,

to a forwarding class and a loss priority, in order to apply class of service (CoS) to

application traffic and prioritize application traffic

You apply an application map to an interface to enable DCBX application protocol

exchange on that interface for each application specified in the application map. All of

the applications that you want an interface to advertise must be configured in the

application map that you apply to the interface, with the previously noted exception for

the FCoE application when FCoE is the only application for which you want DCBX to

exchange protocol TLVs on an interface.

Classifying and Prioritizing Application Traffic

When traffic arrives at an interface, the interface classifies the incoming traffic based on

its code points. Classifiersmap code points to loss priorities and forwarding classes. The

loss priority prioritizes the traffic. The forwarding class determines the traffic output

queue and CoS service level.

When youmap an application to an IEEE 802.1p code point in an application map and

apply the applicationmap to an interface, incoming traffic on the interface thatmatches

the application code points is mapped to the appropriate application. The application
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receives the loss priority and theCoSassociatedwith the forwarding class for those code

points, and is placed in the output queue associated with the forwarding class.

You can use the default classifier or you can configure a classifier tomap the application

code points defined in the application map to forwarding classes and loss priorities.

Enabling Interfaces to Exchange Application Protocol Information

Each interface with the fcoe forwarding class and PFC enabled on the FCoE code point

is enabled forFCoEapplicationprotocol exchangebydefault until youapplyanapplication

map to the interface. If you apply an application map to an interface and you want that

interface to exchange FCoE application protocol TLVs, youmust include the FCoE

application in the application map. (In all cases, to achieve lossless transport, you must

also enable PFC on the FCoE code point or code points.)

Except when FCoE is the only protocol you want DCBX to advertise on an interface,

interfaces on which you want to exchange application protocol TLVsmust include the

following two items:

• The application map that contains the application(s)

• A classifier

NOTE: Youmust also enable PFC on the code point of any traffic for which
you want to achieve lossless transport.

Disabling DCBX Application Protocol Exchange

To disable DCBX application protocol exchange for all applications on an interface, issue

thesetprotocolsdcbx interface interface-nameapplicationsno-auto-negotiationcommand.

YoucanalsodisableDCBXapplicationprotocol exchange forapplicationsonan interface

by deleting the applicationmap from the interface, or by deleting a particular application

from the applicationmap. However, when you delete an application from an application

map, the application protocol is no longer exchanged on any interface which uses that

application map.

On interfaces that use IEEE DCBXmode to exchange DCBX parameters, you can disable

sending the enhanced transmission selection (ETS) Recommendation TLV to the peer

if you want an asymmetric ETS configuration between the peers.

Related
Documentation

Understanding DCBX•

• Configuring DCBX Autonegotiation on page 21

• Disabling the ETS Recommendation TLV

• Defining an Application for DCBX Application Protocol TLV Exchange

• Configuring an Application Map for DCBX Application Protocol TLV Exchange

• ApplyinganApplicationMap toan Interface forDCBXApplicationProtocol TLVExchange
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• Example: Configuring DCBX Application Protocol TLV Exchange on page 10

Example: Configuring DCBX Application Protocol TLV Exchange

Data Center Bridging Capability Exchange protocol (DCBX) discovers the data center

bridging (DCB) capabilities of connected peers by exchanging application configuration

information. DCBX detects feature misconfiguration andmismatches and can configure

DCB on peers. DCBX is an extension of the Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP). LLDP

must remain enabled on every interface on which you want to use DCBX.

NOTE: LLDP and DCBX are enabled by default on all interfaces.

The switch supports DCBX application protocol exchange for Layer 2 and Layer 4

applications such as the Internet Small Computer System Interface (iSCSI). You specify

applicationsbyEtherType(for Layer2applications)orby thedestinationportandprotocol

(for Layer 4 applications; the protocol can be either TCP or UDP).

The switch handles Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE) application protocol exchange

differently than other protocols in some cases:

• If FCoE is the only application for which youwant to enable DCBX application protocol

TLV exchange on an interface, you do not have to explicitly configure the FCoE

application or an application map. By default, the switch exchanges FCoE application

protocol TLVs on all interfaces that carry FCoE traffic (traffic mapped to the fcoe

forwarding class) and have priority-based flow control (PFC) enabled on the FCoE

priority (the FCoE IEEE 802.1p code point). The default priority mapping for the FCoE

application is IEEE802.1pcodepoint011 (thedefault fcoe forwardingclass codepoint).

• If you want an interface to use DCBX to exchange application protocol TLVs for any

other applications in addition to FCoE, youmust configure the applications (including

FCoE), define an application map (including FCoE), and apply the application map to

the interface. If you apply an application map to an interface, youmust explicitly

configure the FCoE application, or the interface does not exchange FCoE application

protocol TLVs.

This example shows how to configure interfaces to exchange both Layer 2 and Layer 4

applicationsbyconfiguringone interface toexchange iSCSIandFCoEapplicationprotocol

information and configuring another interface to exchange iSCSI and Precision Time

Protocol (PTP) application protocol information.

• Requirements on page 11

• Overview on page 11

• Configuration on page 14

• Verification on page 16
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Requirements

This example uses the following hardware and software components:

• Juniper Networks QFX Series device

• Junos OS Release 12.1 or later for the QFX Series

Overview

The switch supports DCBX application protocol exchange for:

• Layer 2 applications, defined by EtherType

• Layer 4 applications, defined by destination port and protocol

NOTE: DCBXalsoadvertisesPFCandenhancedtransmissionselection(ETS)
information. See “Configuring DCBX Autonegotiation” on page 21 for how
DCBXnegotiatesandadvertises configuration information for these features
and for the applications.

DCBX is configured on a per-interface basis for each supported feature or application.

For applications that you want to enable for DCBX application protocol exchange, you

must:

• Define the application name and configure the EtherType or the destination port and

protocol (TCP or UDP) of the application. Use the EtherType for Layer 2 applications,

and use the destination port and protocol for Layer 4 protocols.

• Map the application to an IEEE 802.1p code point in an application map.

• Add the application map to DCBX interface.

In addition, for all applications (including FCoE, evenwhen you do not use an application

map), you either must create an IEEE 802.1p classifier and apply it to the appropriate

ingress interfaces or use the default classifier. A classifier maps the code points of

incoming traffic to a forwarding class and a loss priority so that ingress traffic is assigned

to the correct class of service (CoS). The forwarding class determines the output queue

on the egress interface.

If you do not create classifiers, trunk and tagged-access ports use the unicast IEEE 802.1

default trusted classifier. Table 1 on page 12 shows the default mapping of IEEE 802.1

code-point values tounicast forwarding classesand losspriorities for ports in trunkmode

or tagged-access mode. Table 2 on page 12 shows the default untrusted classifier IEEE

802.1 code-point values to unicast forwarding class mapping for ports in access mode.
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Table 1: Default IEEE802.1 Classifiers for TrunkPorts andTagged-Access
Ports (Default Trusted Classifier)

Loss PriorityForwarding ClassCode Point

lowbest-effortbe (000)

lowbest-effortbe1 (001)

lowbest-effortef (010)

lowfcoeef1 (011)

lowno-lossaf11 (100)

lowbest-effortaf12 (101)

lownetwork-controlnc1 (110)

lownetwork-controlnc2 (111)

Table 2: Default IEEE 802.1 Unicast Classifiers for Access Ports (Default
Untrusted Classifier)

Loss PriorityForwarding ClassCode Point

lowbest-effort000

lowbest-effort001

lowbest-effort010

lowbest-effort011

lowbest-effort100

lowbest-effort101

lowbest-effort110

lowbest-effort111

Topology

This example shows how to configure DCBX application protocol exchange for three

protocols (iSCSI, PTP, and FCoE) on two interfaces. One interface exchanges iSCSI and

FCoE application protocol information, and the other interface exchanges iSCSI andPTP

application protocol information.
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NOTE: Youmust map FCoE traffic to the interfaces on which you want to
forward FCoE traffic. Youmust also enable PFC on the FCoE interfaces and
create an ingress classifier for FCoE traffic, or else use the default classifier.

Table 3 on page 13 shows the configuration components for this example.

Table 3: Components of DCBX Application Protocol Exchange
Configuration Topology

SettingsComponent

QFX Series deviceHardware

Enabled by default on Ethernet interfacesLLDP

Enabled by default on Ethernet interfacesDCBX

Application name—iscsi

protocol—TCP

destination-port—3260

code-points—111

iSCSI application (Layer 4)

Application name—ptp

ether-type—0x88F7

code-points—001, 101

PTP application (Layer 2)

Application name—fcoe

ether-type—0x8906

code-points—011

NOTE: You explicitly configure the FCoE application because
you are applying an application map to the interface. When you
apply an application map to an interface, all applications must
be explicitly configured and included in the application map.

FCoE application (Layer 2)

dcbx-iscsi-fcoe-app-map—Maps the iSCSIandFCoEapplications
to IEEE 802.1p code points

dcbx-iscsi-ptp-app-map—Maps iSCSI and PTP applications to
IEEE 802.1p code points

Application maps

xe-0/0/10—Configured to exchange FCoE and iSCSI application
TLVs (uses application map dcbx-iscsi-fcoe-app-map, carries
FCoE traffic, and has PFC enabled on the FCoE priority)

xe-0/0/11—Configured to exchange iSCSI and PTP application
TLVs (uses application map dcbx-iscsi-ptp-app-map)

Interfaces

13Copyright © 2017, Juniper Networks, Inc.
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Table 3: Components of DCBX Application Protocol Exchange
Configuration Topology (continued)

SettingsComponent

fcoe-cnp:

• Code point—011

• Interface—xe-0/0/10

PFC congestion notification
profile for FCoE application
exchange

fcoe-iscsi-cl1:

• Maps the fcoe forwarding class to the IEEE 802.1p code point
used for the FCoE application (011) and a loss priority of high

• Maps the network-control forwarding class to the IEEE 802.1p
code point used for the iSCSI application (111) and a loss
priority of high

• Applied to interface xe-0/0/10

iscsi-ptp-cl2:

• Maps the network-control forwarding class to the IEEE 802.1p
code point used for the iSCSI application (111) and a loss
priority of low

• Maps the best-effort forwarding class to the IEEE 802.1p code
points used for the PTP application (001 and 101) and a loss
priority of low

• Applied to interface xe-0/0/11

Behavior aggregate classifiers
(map forwarding classes to
incoming packets by the
packet’s IEEE 802.1 code
point)

NOTE: This example does not include scheduling (bandwidth allocation)
configuration or lossless configuration for the iSCSI forwarding class.

Configuration

CLI Quick
Configuration

Toquickly configureDCBXapplicationprotocol exchange, copy the followingcommands,

paste them in a text file, remove line breaks, change variables and details to match your

network configuration, and then copy and paste the commands into the CLI at the [edit]

hierarchy level.

set applications application iSCSI protocol tcp destination-port 3260
set applications application FCoE ether-type 0x8906
set applications application PTP ether-type 0x88F7
set policy-options application-maps dcbx-iscsi-fcoe-app-map application iSCSI code-points 111
set policy-options application-mapsdcbx-iscsi-fcoe-app-mapapplication FCoEcode-points011
set policy-options application-maps dcbx-iscsi-ptp-app-map application iSCSI code-points 111
set policy-options application-maps dcbx-iscsi-ptp-app-map application PTP code-points [001
101]
set protocols dcbx interface xe-0/0/10 application-map dcbx-iscsi-fcoe-app-map
set protocols dcbx interface xe-0/0/11 application-map dcbx-iscsi-ptp-app-map
set class-of-service congestion-notification-profile fcoe-cnp input ieee-802.1 code-point 011 pfc
set class-of-service interfaces xe-0/0/10 congestion-notification-profile fcoe-cnp
set class-of-service classifiers ieee-802.1 fcoe-iscsi-cl1 import default forwarding-class fcoe
loss-priority high code-points 011
set class-of-service classifiers ieee-802.1 fcoe-iscsi-cl1 import default forwarding-class
network-control loss-priority high code-points 111
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set class-of-service classifiers ieee-802.1 iscsi-ptp-cl2 import default forwarding-class
network-control loss-priority low code-points 111
setclass-of-serviceclassifiers ieee-802.1 iscsi-ptp-cl2 importdefault forwarding-classbest-effort
loss-priority low code-points [001 101]
set class-of-service interfaces xe-0/0/10 unit 0 classifiers ieee-802.1 fcoe-iscsi-cl1
set class-of-service interfaces xe-0/0/11 unit 0 classifiers ieee-802.1 iscsi-ptp-cl2

Configuring DCBX Application Protocol TLV Exchange

Step-by-Step
Procedure

To define the applications, map the applications to IEEE 802.1p code points, apply the

applications to interfaces, and create classifiers for DCBXapplicationprotocol exchange:

1. Define the iSCSI application by specifying its protocol and destination port, and

define the FCoE and PTP applications by specifying their EtherTypes.

[edit applications]
user@switch# set application iSCSI protocol tcp destination-port 3260
user@switch# set application FCoE ether-type 0x8906
user@switch# set application PTP ether-type 0x88F7

2. Defineanapplicationmapthatmaps the iSCSIandFCoEapplications to IEEE802.1p

code points.

[edit policy-options]
user@switch# setapplication-mapsdcbx-iscsi-fcoe-app-mapapplication iSCSIcode-points
111
user@switch# setapplication-mapsdcbx-iscsi-fcoe-app-mapapplicationFCoEcode-points
011

3. Define theapplicationmap thatmaps the iSCSI andPTPapplications to IEEE802.1p

code points.

[edit policy-options]
user@switch# setapplication-mapsdcbx-iscsi-ptp-app-mapapplication iSCSIcode-points
111
user@switch# setapplication-mapsdcbx-iscsi-ptp-app-mapapplicationPTPcode-points
[001 101]

4. Apply the iSCSI and FCoE application map to interface xe-0/0/10, and apply the

iSCSI and PTP application map to interface xe-0/0/11.

[edit protocols dcbx]
user@switch# set interface xe-0/0/10 application-map dcbx-iscsi-fcoe-app-map
user@switch# set interface xe-0/0/11 application-map dcbx-iscsi-ptp-app-map

5. Create the congestion notification profile to enable PFC on the FCoE code point

(011), and apply the congestion notification profile to interface xe-0/0/10.

[edit class-of-service]
user@switch# set congestion-notification-profile fcoe-cnp input ieee-802.1 code-point
011 pfc
user@switch# set interfaces xe-0/0/10 congestion-notification-profile fcoe-cnp

6. Configure the classifier to apply to the interface that exchanges iSCSI and FCoE

application information.

[edit class-of-service classifiers]
user@switch# set ieee-802.1 fcoe-iscsi-cl1 importdefault forwarding-class fcoe loss-priority
high code-points 011
user@switch# set ieee-802.1 fcoe-iscsi-cl1 importdefault forwarding-classnetwork-control
loss-priority high code-points 111
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7. Configure the classifier to apply to the interface that exchanges iSCSI and PTP

application information.

[edit class-of-service classifiers]
user@switch# set ieee-802.1 iscsi-ptp-cl2 importdefault forwarding-classnetwork-control
loss-priority low code-points 111
user@switch# set ieee-802.1 iscsi-ptp-cl2 import default forwarding-class best-effort
loss-priority low code-points [001 101]

8. Apply the classifiers to the appropriate interfaces.

[edit class-of-service]
user@switch# set interfaces xe-0/0/10 unit 0 classifiers ieee-802.1 fcoe-iscsi-cl1
user@switch# set interfaces xe-0/0/11 unit 0 classifiers ieee-802.1 iscsi-ptp-cl2

Verification

To verify that DCBX application protocol exchange configuration has been created and

is operating properly, perform these tasks:

• Verifying the Application Configuration on page 16

• Verifying the Application Map Configuration on page 17

• Verifying DCBX Application Protocol Exchange Interface Configuration on page 17

• Verifying the PFC Configuration on page 18

• Verifying the Classifier Configuration on page 18

Verifying the Application Configuration

Purpose Verify that DCBX applications have been configured.

Action List the applications by using the configuration mode command show applications:

user@switch# show applications
application iSCSI {
   protocol tcp;
   destination-port 3260;
}

application fcoe {
   ether-type 0x8906;
}

application ptp {
   ether-type 0x88F7;
}

Meaning The show applications configuration mode command lists all of the configured

applications and either their protocol and destination port (Layer 4 applications) or their

EtherType (Layer 2applications). Thecommandoutput shows that the iSCSI application

is configured with the tcp protocol and destination port 3260, the FCoE application is

configured with the EtherType 0x8906, and that the PTP application is configured with

the EtherType 0x88F7.
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Verifying the ApplicationMap Configuration

Purpose Verify that the application maps have been configured.

Action List theapplicationmapsbyusing theconfigurationmodecommand showpolicy-options

application-maps:

user@switch# show policy-options application-maps
dcbx-iscsi-fcoe-app-map {
   application iSCSI code-points 111;
   application FCoE code-points 011;
}

dcbx-iscsi-ptp-app-map {
   application iSCSI code-points 111;
   application PTP code-points [001 101];
}

Meaning The show policy-options application-maps configuration mode command lists all of the

configured application maps and the applications that belong to each application map.

The command output shows that there are two application maps,

dcbx-iscsi-fcoe-app-map and dcbx-iscsi-ptp-app-map.

The application map dcbx-iscsi-fcoe-app-map consists of the iSCSI application, which

is mapped to IEEE 802.1p code point 111, and the FCoE application, which is mapped to

IEEE 802.1p code point 011.

The application map dcbx-iscsi-ptp-app-map consists of the iSCSI application, which is

mapped to IEEE 802.1p code point 111, and the PTP application, which ismapped to IEEE

802.1p code points 001 and 101.

Verifying DCBX Application Protocol Exchange Interface Configuration

Purpose Verify that the application maps have been applied to the correct interfaces.

Action List the application maps by using the configuration mode command show protocols

dcbx:

user@switch# show protocols dcbx
interface xe-0/0/10.0 {
   application-map dcbx-iscsi-fcoe-app-map;
}

interface xe-0/0/11.0 {
   application-map dcbx-iscsi-ptp-app-map;
}

Meaning The show protocols dcbx configuration mode command lists whether the interfaces are

enabled for DCBXand lists the applicationmapapplied to each interface. The command

output shows that interfaces xe-0/0/10.0 and xe-0/0/11.0 are enabled for DCBX, and

that interface xe-0/0/10.0 uses applicationmap dcbx-iscsi-fcoe-app-map, and interface

xe-0/0/11.0 uses application map dcbx-iscsi-ptp-app-map.
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Verifying the PFC Configuration

Purpose Verify that PFC has been enabled on the FCoE code point and applied to the correct

interface.

Action Display the PFC configuration to verify that PFC is enabled on the FCoE code point (011)

in the congestionnotificationprofile fcoe-cnpbyusing the configurationmodecommand

show class-of-service congestion-notification-profile:

user@switch# show class-of-service congestion-notification-profile
fcoe-cnp {
    input {
        ieee-802.1 {
            code-point 011 {
                pfc;
            }
        }
    }
}   

Display theclass-of-service (CoS) interface information to verify that thecorrect interface

has PFC enabled for the FCoE application by using the configuration mode command

show class-of-service interfaces:

user@switch# show class-of-service interfaces
xe-0/0/10 {
    congestion-notification-profile fcoe-cnp;
}

NOTE: The sample output does not include all of the information this
command can show. The output is abbreviated to focus on verifying the PFC
configuration.

Meaning The show class-of-service congestion-notification-profile configuration mode command

lists the configured congestion notification profiles. The command output shows that

the congestion notification profile fcoe-cnp has been configured and has enabled PFC

on the IEEE 802.1p code point 011 (the default FCoE code point).

The show class-of-service interfaces configuration mode command shows the interface

CoS configuration. The command output shows that the congestion notification profile

fcoe-cnp, which enables PFC on the FCoE code point, is applied to interface xe-0/0/10.

Verifying the Classifier Configuration

Purpose Verify that the classifiers have been configured and applied to the correct interfaces.

Action Display the classifier configuration by using the configuration mode command show

class-of-service:

user@switch# show class-of-service
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classifiers {
    ieee-802.1 fcoe-iscsi-cl1 {
        import default;
        forwarding-class network-control {
            loss-priority high code-points 111;
        }
        forwarding-class fcoe {
            loss-priority high code-points 011;
        }
    }
    ieee-802.1 iscsi-ptp-cl2 {
        import default;
        forwarding-class network-control {
            loss-priority low code-points 111;
        }
        forwarding-class best-effort {
            loss-priority low code-points [ 001 101 ];
        }
    }
}
interfaces {
    xe-0/0/10 {
        congestion-notification-profile fcoe-cnp;
        unit 0 {
            classifiers {
                ieee-802.1 fcoe-iscsi-cl1;
            }
        }
    }
    xe-0/0/11 {
        unit 0 {
            classifiers {               
                ieee-802.1 iscsi-ptp-cl2;
            }
        }
    }
}

NOTE: The sample output does not include all of the information this
command can show. The output is abbreviated to focus on verifying the
classifier configuration.

Meaning The show class-of-service configuration mode command lists the classifier and CoS

interface configuration, as well as other information not shown in this example. The

command output shows that there are two classifiers configured, fcoe-iscsi-cl1 and

iscsi-ptp-cl2.

Classifier fcoe-iscsi-cl1 uses the default classifier as a template and edits the template

as follows:

• The forwarding class network-control is set to a loss priority of high and is mapped to

code point 111 (the code point mapped to the iSCSI application).
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• The forwarding class fcoe is set to a loss priority of high and is mapped to code point

011 (the code point mapped by default to the FCoE application).

Classifier iscsi-ptp-cl2 uses the default classifier as a template and edits the template

as follows:

• The forwarding class network-control is set to a loss priority of low and is mapped to

IEEE 802.1p code point 111 (the code point mapped to the iSCSI application).

• The forwarding class best-effort is set to a loss priority of low and is mapped to IEEE

802.1p code points 001 and 101 (the code points mapped by default to the PTP

application).

The command output also shows that classifier fcoe-iscsi-cl1 is mapped to interface

xe-0/0/10.0 and that classifier iscsi-ptp-cl2 is mapped to interface xe-0/0/11.0.

Related
Documentation

Defining an Application for DCBX Application Protocol TLV Exchange•

• Configuring an Application Map for DCBX Application Protocol TLV Exchange

• ApplyinganApplicationMap toan Interface forDCBXApplicationProtocol TLVExchange

• Configuring DCBX Autonegotiation on page 21

• show dcbx

• show dcbx neighbors

• Understanding DCBX Application Protocol TLV Exchange on page 6
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Configuring DCBX Autonegotiation

Data Center Bridging Capability Exchange protocol (DCBX) discovers the data center

bridging (DCB) capabilities of peers by exchanging feature configuration information.

DCBX also detects feature misconfiguration andmismatches, and can configure DCB

on peers. DCBX is an extension of the Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP), and LLDP

must remain enabled on every interface for which you want to use DCBX. If you attempt

to enable DCBX on an interface on which LLDP is disabled, the configuration commit

operation fails.

NOTE: LLDP and DCBX are enabled by default on all interfaces.

The switch supports DCBX autonegotiation for:

• Priority-based flow control (PFC) configuration

• Layer 2 and Layer 4 applications such as Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE) and

Internet Small Computer System Interface (iSCSI)

• Enhanced transmission selection (ETS) advertisement

DCBX autonegotiation is configured on a per-interface basis for each supported feature

or application. ThePFCandapplicationDCBXexchangesuseautonegotiationbydefault.

The default autonegotiation behavior is:

• DCBX is enabled on the interface if the connected peer device also supports DCBX.

• DCBX is disabled on the interface if the connectedpeer device does not support DCBX.

You can override the default behavior for each feature by turning off autonegotiation to

force an interface to enable or disable the feature.

Autonegotiation of ETSmeans thatwhen ETS is enabled on an interface (priority groups

are configured), the interface advertises its ETS configuration to the peer device. In this

case, priorities (forwarding classes) that are not part of a priority group (forwarding class

set) receive no bandwidth and are advertised in an automatically generated default

forwarding class. If ETS is not enabled on an interface (nopriority groups are configured),

all of the priorities are advertised in one automatically generated default priority group

that receives 100 percent of the port bandwidth.

DisablingETSautonegotiationprevents the interface fromsending theRecommendation

TLV or the Configuration TLV to the connected peer.

On interfaces that use IEEE DCBXmode to exchange DCBX parameters, you can disable

autonegotiation of the ETSRecommendation TLV to the peer if youwant an asymmetric

ETS configuration between the peers. DCBX still exchanges the ETS Configuration TLV

if you disable the ETS Recommendation TLV.

Autonegotiation of PFCmeans that when PFC is enabled on an interface, if the peer

device connected to the interface supports PFC and is provisioned compatibly with the
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switch, DCBX sets the PFC operational state to enabled. If the peer device connected to

the interface does not support PFC or is not provisioned compatibly with the switch,

DCBX sets the operational state to disabled.

In addition, if the peer advertises that it is “willing” to learn its PFC configuration from the

switch, DCBX pushes the switch’s PFC configuration to the peer and does not check the

peer’s administrative state. The switch does not learn PFC configuration from peers (the

switch does not advertise its state as “willing”).

DisablingPFCautonegotiationprevents the interface fromexchangingPFCconfiguration

information with the peer. It forces the interface to enable PFC if PFC is configured on

the interface or to disable PFC if PFC is not configured on the interface. If you disable

PFC autonegotiation, the assumption is that the peer is also configuredmanually.

Autonegotiation of applications depends on whether or not you apply an application

map to an interface. If you apply an application map to an interface, the interface

autonegotiates DCBX for each application in the applicationmap. PFCmust be enabled

on the FCoE priority (the FCoE IEEE 802.1p code point) for the interface to advertise the

FCoE application. The interface only advertises applications that are included in the

application map.

For example, if you apply an application map to an interface and the application map

does not include the FCoE application, then that interface does not perform DCBX

advertisement of FCoE.

If you do not apply an application map to an interface, DCBX does not advertise

applications on that interface, with the exception of FCoE, which is handled differently

than other applications.

NOTE: If you do not apply an applicationmap to an interface, the interface
performs autonegotiation of FCoE if the interface carries traffic in the FCoE
forwarding class and also has PFC enabled on the FCoE priority. On such
interfaces, if DCBX detects that the peer device connected to the interface
supports FCoE, the switch advertises its FCoE capability and IEEE 802.1p
code point on that interface. If DCBX detects that the peer device connected
to the interface does not support FCoE, DCBXmarks that interface as “FCoE
down” and disables FCoE on the interface.

When DCBXmarks an interface as “FCoE down,” the behavior of the switch depends on

how you use it in the network:

• When the switch acts as an FCoE transit switch, the interface drops all of the FIP

packets it receives. In addition, FIP packets received froman FCoE forwarder (FCF) are

not forwarded to interfaces marked as “FCoE down.”

• When the switch acts as an FCoE-FC gateway (only switches that support native Fibre

Channel interfaces), it does not send or receive FCoE Initialization Protocol (FIP)

packets.
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Disablingautonegotiationprevents the interface fromexchangingapplication information

with the peer. In this case, the assumption is that the peer is also configuredmanually.

To disable DCBX autonegotiation of PFC, applications (including FCoE), and ETS using

the CLI:

1. Turn off autonegotiation for PFC.

[edit]
user@switch# set protocols dcbx interface interface-name priority-flow-control
no-auto-negotiation

2. Turn off autonegotiation for applications.

[edit]
user@switch# set protocols dcbx interface interface-nameapplications no-auto-negotiation

3. Turn off autonegotiation for ETS.

[edit]
user@switch# setprotocolsdcbx interface interface-nameenhanced-transmission-selection
no-auto-negotiation

To disable autonegotiation of the ETS Recommendation TLV so that DCBX exchanges

only the ETS Configuration TLV:

• [edit protocols dcbx interface interface-name]
user@switch# set enhanced-transmission-selection no-recommendation-tlv

Related
Documentation

• Example: Configuring DCBX Application Protocol TLV Exchange on page 10

• Example: Configuring CoS PFC for FCoE Traffic

• Disabling the ETS Recommendation TLV

• Understanding DCBX Application Protocol TLV Exchange on page 6
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